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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to survey the various pivot rules of the simplex
method or its variants that have been developed in the last two decades, starting from
the appearance of the minimal index rule of Bland. We are mainly concerned with
the niteness property of simplex type pivot rules. There are some other important
topics in linear programming, e.g. complexity theory or implementations, that are
not included in the scope of this paper. We do not discuss ellipsoid methods nor
interior point methods. Well known classical results concerning the simplex method
are also not particularly discussed in this survey, but the connection between the
new methods and the classical ones are discussed if there is any.
In this paper we discuss three classes of recently developed pivot rules for linear
programming. The rst class (the largest one) of the pivot rules we discuss is the
class of essentially combinatorial pivot rules. Namely these rules only use labeling
and signs of the variables. These include minimal index type rules and recursive
rules. The second class contains those pivot rules which can be considered in fact
as variants or generalizations or specializations of Lemke's method, and so closely
related to parametric programming. The last class of pivot rules discussed in this
paper has the common feature that these rules all have close connections to certain
interior point methods. Finally we mention some open problems for further study.

Key Words: Linear programming, simplex method, pivot rules, cycling, recursion,

minimal index rule, parametric programming.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following linear programming problems in standard form:
(P )
minfcT x : Ax = b; x  0g;
(D)
maxfbT y : AT y  cg;
where A is an m  n matrix, and b; c; x; y are m and n dimensional vectors respectively.
It is well known that linear programming problem (P ) is called the primal problem and
(D) is called the dual problem.
The main purpose of this paper is to overview the pivot rules of the simplex method (or
its variants) for solving linear programming problems either in the form (P ) or in the
form (D).
Linear programming has been one of the most turbulent area of applied mathematics in
the last forty years. Among many recent approaches, Dantzig's (cf. [16]) simplex method
(together with its implementations) still seems to be the most ecient algorithm for the
great majority of practical problems (most of the practical problems are not \very large"
when interior point methods became more ecient). In solving practical problems it
turned out that in most cases the required number of pivot steps is a linear (at most
quadratic) function of the number of variables. This observation about the practical
eciency of the simplex method [28] is theoretically justi ed by proving its polynomial
behavior in the expected number of pivot steps [9], [2], [72] in average. On the other hand,
for most of the simplex variants there are examples on which the number of pivot steps
might be exponential. For such exponential examples see e.g. [3], [40], [49], [50], [56] and
[61]. To nd a polynomial pivot rule for linear programming, meaning that under which
the number of pivot steps will always be bounded by a polynomial function of the number
of variables, or to prove that such pivot rules do not exist seems to be very hard. Actually,
to clarify if there exists such a polynomial time simplex algorithm together the so-called
\Hirsch conjecture" [41] is the most challenging open problem in linear programming and
in polyhedral theory.
One reason for the eciency of the simplex method might be that the simplex method is
very exible, i.e. there are plenty of possibilities to select the pivot element during the
procedure (even in case of nondegeneracy). Therefore many simplex variants have been
developed.
In the recent years, however, most attention and research in linear programming have
been devoted rst to the ellipsoid method developed by Khachian [35] and later (even
more intensively) to the interior point methods initiated by Karmarkar [34]. Recent
papers concerning simplex pivot rules have not been receiving much attention even among
researchers in the eld of linear programming. Moreover, a pretty large part of the work
was presented in terms of oriented matroid programming and frequently without explicitly
specializing the new pivot rules for the linear programming case, and so remained unknown
5

for researchers who are not working in that eld. Some of the results were obtained as
a side result (extreme case) of some interior point methods, and also remained unknown
for the people working on the simplex method. Our aim here is to summarize the pivot
rules that have appeared in the last two decades. Since most of the early classical results
concerning simplex pivot rules are well known, we shall start our discussion from the
middle seventies. The earlier results are mentioned only when it is necessary to relate
them to some new algorithms, or to assist the understanding.
The paper is organized as follows. At the end of this section we will present some standard
notations which we need to use throughout the paper. In Section 2 we are going to discuss
simplex type algorithms that are related to or presented exclusively in oriented matroid
programming. Due to their combinatorial character all of these methods are nite even
in the case of degeneracy. This class includes Bland's [6], [7] minimal index rule (which is
related to Murty's Bard type scheme and [48] Tucker's consistent labelling [73]), Bland's
recursive rule [6], [7], the Edmonds{Fukuda rule [18] and its variants [14], [79], [80], [75],
Jensen's general relaxed recursion [32], the nite criss{cross method [66], [67], [74], [10]
and variants [19], [76] and nally Todd's rule [69], [70] which was presented for the linear
complementarity problem of oriented matroids. All these methods, except for the criss{
cross method and Jensen's recursion are simplex variants, i.e. they preserve the feasibility
of the basis (the situation with Edmonds { Fukuda rule is not clear, it is a simplex method
with Clausen's restriction, but in general its feasibility is still open). But, in contrast,
in the case of oriented matroid programming only Todd's rule preserves feasibility of the
basis and the niteness at the same time and therefore yields a nite simplex algorithm.
Criss{cross methods gave a positive answer to the long standing question: if there exists
a nite (may be infeasible) pivot method for linear programming which solves the LP
problem in one phase. There were several attempts to relax the feasibility requirement
in the simplex method. The rst step was made by Dantzig [16] by presenting his parametric self dual algorithm, which can be interpreted as Lemke's [44] algorithm for the
corresponding linear complementarity problem [45]. The rst criss{cross type method
was designed by Zionts [81]. The nite criss{cross algorithm was presented independently
by Chang [10], Terlaky [66] and Wang [74]. Terlaky presented this algorithm for LP. In
his unpublished report [10] Chang presented this algorithm for positive semide nite linear
complementarity problems, while Wang [74] presented for oriented matroid programming.
Criss{cross methods, like the parametric self{dual method [16], can be initiated with any
basic solution, and will nally nd the optimal solution if it exists. Unfortunately, the
niteness of Zionts' criss{cross method is not clear in general, while Terlaky's criss{cross
method is nite. But due to its purely combinatorial feature it is practically inecient.
Other combinatorial type algorithms have arisen recently. Jensen's [32] general recursive
scheme is actually a general frame for nite pivot algorithms.
An interesting (and ecient) application of the minimal index rule and the criss{cross
method is presented by Avis and Fukuda [4]. By reversing these rules an algorithm is
derived to enumerate all the feasible bases (vertices of a polyhedra) and all the bases
without extra storage requirement.
6

In Section 3, we present the second class of pivot rules. These pivot rules have a
common feature, namely all of them can be interpreted as a parametric or iteratively
reparametrized simplex algorithm. These algorithms may cycle for degenerate problems
if no anti-cycling techniques are incorporated. The parametric programming procedure
related to these algorithms is often referred as the shadow vertex algorithm [25], [9] and
[49]. This variant of the simplex method is also exponential in the worst case [27]. But
under some reasonable probabilistic assumptions its expected number of pivot steps is
polynomial [9]. The algorithms reviewed in this section are the Monotonic Build-Up simplex algorithm (MBU) [1], the Exterior Point Simplex Algorithm (EPSA) [57], [58], [59]
which can also be considered as a special case of MBU. The relations of these algorithms
to Dantzig's [16] self{dual parametric simplex algorithm are also discussed. At the end of
Section 3, we mention the Transition Node Pivoting (TNP) algorithm [26], [24].
In Section 4, we discuss the third group of pivot rules in this paper. In that group, the
simplex pivot algorithms were derived from or inspired by interior point methods. We will
include the pivot rule of Roos [60] which is related to Karmarkar's [34] potential function,
Todd's algorithm [71] derived from a projective interior point method as the limit, and the
dual-interior-primal-simplex method of Tamura et al. [65] as a generalization of Murty's
[51], [52] gravitational method.
To conclude, some remarks and open problems will be mentioned at the end of the paper.
There are rich research results concerning pivot rules for specially structured linear programming problems, like network linear programming, assignment problems, etc.. Due to
their independent interest, we are not going to include these results in this survey.
To unify the presentation, the following notations will be used in this paper. Matrices
will be denoted by capital letters, vectors by lower case letters and their coordinates by
the same letters with subscript (e.g. if x 2 Rn , then x = (x1; : : : ; xj ; : : : ; xn)). Given a
linear programming problem, a basis B is a maximal subset of indices f1; 2; :::; ng such
that the corresponding column vectors of matrix A (i.e. fai; i 2 B g) are independent.
We denote this submatrix by AB . The basic tableau T (B ) corresponding to the basis B
is as follows:
as
aj

tis

tij

zs

zj

xi ai

Figure 1.
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Here tij denotes the coecient of the basic vector ai in the basic representation of the
vector aj . Note, that in our interpretation index pair ij of the tableau elements refer to
basic vector ai and nonbasic vector aj , not to the geographical position of element tij in
the tableau. xi denotes the i-th coordinate of the basic solution. If there is no confusion
we will also call xi a basic variable for i 2 B . We call N := f1; 2; :::; ng n B the nonbasic
and xj a nonbasic variable for j 2 N . Denote yT = cTB A?B1 the corresponding dual solution
and zj represents the j -th coordinate of the reduced cost (zT = (z1; : : :zn ) = cT ? yT A
is the reduced cost vector). We denote t(r)T = (tr1; : : :trn) the row in the tableau T (B )
corresponding to the basic index r.
Let us also de ne a vector t(k) for all k 2 N as follows:

t(k) = (t(k)j )nj=1

8>
>> tkj if j 2 B;
<
with t(k)j = > ?1 if j = k;
>>
: 0 otherwise:

A basis (tableau) is called primal feasible if xi  0 for all i 2 B and is called dual feasible
if zj  0 for all j 2 N . If a basic variable xi leaves the basis and a nonbasic variable xj
enters, then this operation (transforming the tableau) is called pivoting on position (i; j )
and element tij is referred as pivot element.
If all the basic variables are nonzero and all the nonbasic variables have nonzero reduced
cost, then the basis is nondegenerate else the basis is degenerate. The basis is called primal
degenerate if at least one basic variable is zero, and dual degenerate if at least one nonbasic
variable has zero reduced cost.

2 Combinatorial and Finite Pivot rules
In this section we will review those recently developed pivot rules which are concerned
only with the \infeasibility" of the basic variables or the nonbasic variables with negative
reduced costs (dual infeasible). We call these type of pivot rules combinatorial pivot rules.
In other words, combinatorial pivot rules take care of the signs of the elements in the last
row and the last column of the tableau. As a counter example, the well known Dantzig's
pivot rule always selects the nonbasic variable with the most negative reduced cost, and
so Dantzig's rule concerns not only with the signs of variables but also their magnitudes.
This means that Dantzig's rule is not combinatorial. Such rules will not be discussed in
this section.
In fact, most combinatorial pivot rules are originally developed in the context of an
abstracted form of linear programming, i.e. oriented matroid programming. The theory
of oriented matroid programming was established by Bland [7], Bland and Las Vergnas
[8], Folkman and Lawrence [17] and Fukuda [18]. In this section we will mainly focus on
the presentation of these results in linear programming terminologies.
8

We start our discussion with the well known pivot rules of Bland [6]. Actually, in Bland's
paper [6], two pivot methods are proposed. Those rules start from a feasible basis and
keep the primal feasibility. Bland's rst rule is known as the \minimal index rule" is as
follows:
We start with a primal feasible tableau T (B ), and x an arbitrary ordering (indices) of
the variables.

Bland's Minimal Index Rule
Step 1 (Entering variable selection) Choose the nonbasic variable xs whose index is min-

imal among the variables with negative reduced cost.
If there is no such variable, T (B ) is optimal, stop.
Step 2 (Leaving variable selection) Choose a variable, say xr, to leave the basis such that
after this pivot operation the basis remains feasible and index r is minimal among
the possibilities.
If such a variable does not exist, the problem is unbounded.
Remark that the procedure to maintain the feasibility of the basis is normally called the
minimum-ratio test in the simplex method.
Bland's second rule is less well known. In fact, Bland's second rule proposes an inductive
(or recursive) procedure. The idea of that procedure is based on the elementary observation that a primal feasible basis would be optimal if the dual infeasible variables would
be deleted. Bland's recursive rule can be described as follows.
We start with a primal feasible tableau T (B ).

Bland's Recursive Rule
Step 0 Fix all dual infeasible variable to zero level, therefore a subproblem is solved

optimally.
Step 1 To get a subproblem with size one larger release one xed variable (with negative
reduced cost), preserving primal feasibility pivot this variable in, and x it as a basis
variable. The size of this subsidiary problem is again the same as we have solved
previously. Solve this subsidiary problem recursively.
If it is unbounded, then the original problem is unbounded.
Step 2 If we have an optimal solution of the subproblem, release all xed variables.
If there is no dual infeasible variable then the actual solution is optimal. Else repeat
the procedure.
9

By the lemma provided below we shall see that for successive degenerate pivot steps, the
minimal index rule works on the simplex tableau also in a recursive way. We will further
show that a large class of combinatorial pivot rules are recursive for degenerate pivots and
therefore nite. We note here that Murty's bard type scheme [48] and Tucker's consistent
labelling algorithm [73] (for maximum ow problem) were proposed independently based
on similar idea. First we will present the following important lemma for proving the
niteness of most anti-cycling pivot rules.

Lemma 1 Let T (B ) and T (B 0) be two di erent tableaus. For the tableau T (B ) and T (B 0)
consider the vectors t(k) for any k 62 B and t(r) for any r 2 B 0.

Then

(z ? z0)T (x ? x0) = 0;
(z ? z0)T t(k) = 0;
(x ? x0)T t(r) = 0;
tT(k)t(r) = 0:

Proof:

Cf. [6], [7], [66] and [67].

2
Note, that if we extend vector x and z with the objective value, and vectors t(k) with the
reduced cost zk , vectors t(r) with xr (denote the extended vectors by overline), then

xT z0 = 0; tT(k)z0 = 0; xT t0(r) = 0; tT(k)t0(r) = 0:
Using Lemma 1 we are able to show the following fundamental theorem.

Theorem 1 For any simplex pivot rule (in the primal form) satisfying one of the following two properties:

1) (nondegeneracy) either a pivot is nondegenerate; or
2) (recursive) any successive pivot steps are recursive,
then the pivot rule is nite.
Remark. A recursive pivot rule (in the primal form) introduces a new variable entering the
basis if all the previously introduced variables are in a feasible basis or have nonnegative
reduced costs.

Proof:
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We need only to prove that no cycling will occur in degenerate pivot steps. Suppose to
the contrary, that cycling occurs. We delete the columns and the rows corresponding to
those variables do not change their status from basic to nonbasic or the other way around.
It is clear that the cycle remains in the reduced tableaus.
Now, let xk denote the last involved nonbasic variable in the cycle that becomes basic,
and the corresponding tableau in which xk is entering the basis be T1. Since the pivot
steps are recursive, therefore we conclude that all the other nonbasic variables in T1 have
nonnegative reduced costs. By de nition of a recursive procedure, after that pivot step
we should rst solve the subproblem of deleting the row and the column corresponding
the variable xk . If the subproblem is solved optimally, then with xk a degenerate basic
variable the problem is also solved optimally. This contradicts to the fact that a cycle
exists. If the subproblem is unbounded whereas by adding the basic variable xk it is not,
this implies that in the last tableau the column of entering basis variable xr has only one
positive element in the cross of the row corresponding to xk . Taking this column and
by Lemma 1, the corresponding vector t(r) should be orthogonal to the last row z0 of the
tableau T1. However, for these two vectors each coordinate does not have the same sign.
In particular, the coordinate corresponding to the variable xk has opposite signs in t(k)
and in z0. This again results in a contradiction (in this case tT(k)z0 is negative instead of
zero) to Lemma 1. Therefore the theorem is proved.

2
It is interesting to see that the following pivot rules satisfy the properties discussed in the
above theorem.

1. Bland's minimal index rule;
2. The Last In First Out rule, i.e. select the nonbasic variable which has negative reduced

cost and which has been nonbasic most recently, and select the variable to leave the
basis according to the minimum-ratio test and if there are more than one candidates
select one which has been basic most recently;
3. The Most Often Selected rule, i.e. select variables to enter and to leave the basis with
the most often selected historical record.

These rules were discussed in Zhang [79]. Moreover, the so-called well-preserved ordering
property discussed in Zhang's paper is essentially the same as the recursive property in
Theorem 1.
Interestingly, in the combinatorial abstraction of linear programming | oriented matroid
programming, nondegenerate cycling can take place. Examples of this type can be found
in Fukuda [18], Jensen [32] and Ziegler [80]. Note that the minimal index pivot rule is
recursive only for degenerate pivot steps. We may call this type of rules partial recursive.
So the partial recursive rules may still cycle in the oriented matroid programming case.
Attentions were paid to nd nite pivot rules in that case. One of the early results in that
11

respect is the the pivot rule suggested by Edmonds and Fukuda [18]. We state Edmonds{
Fukuda rule here in terms of linear programming. Edmonds{Fukuda's rule is a recursive
one (comparing to the partial recursive ones discussed in Theorem 1).
We start with a primal feasible tableau T (B ).

Edmonds{Fukuda Rule
Step 0 From T (B ) we construct a list L := (l1; :::; lt) where fl1; :::; ltg is the index set of

nonbasic variables in TB .
Step 1 (Entering variable selection) Choose the nonbasic variable xl with negative reduced cost and whose index is the rightmost in L.
If there is no such variable, T (B ) is optimal, stop.
Step 2 (Leaving variable selection) Choose a variable, say xr , to leave the basis such
that after this pivot operation the basic variables in the set fxi : i 2 B n fl1; :::; lkgg
remain primal feasible. (Partial minimum{ratio test)
If such a variable does not exist, the problem is unbounded.
Step 3 (Update) Pivot on (r; lk) and let
B := B n frg [ flk g,
N := J n B ,
L := (l1; :::; lk; lk0 +1; :::; ls0 )
where flk0 +1; :::; ls0 g := flk+1; :::; lt; rg \ N , (here this subset can be reordered)
t := s; lj := lj0 ; j = k + 1; :::; t.
Go to Step 1.
k

The niteness proof of this pivot rule in linear programming case is similar to Theorem
1. We will leave it to the reader.
An interesting question arises here. Since the primal \feasibility" is only partially maintained in the above algorithm, is it enough to guarantee that all tableaus produced are feasible? The answer is negative for the oriented matroid programming case (see Jensen [32]
and Ziegler [80]) and remains unknown for linear programming case. However, Clausen
[14] proved that the algorithm will maintain feasibility in the linear programming case if a
restriction ( xing the ordering) is added to the algorithm. Note that there are exibilities
in the Edmonds{Fukuda rule for updating the list L at Step 3. Due to Clausen's result,
we will call the following restricted rule the modi ed Edmonds{Fukuda rule.

The Modi ed Edmonds{Fukuda Rule
Steps 0, 1, 2 The same as in the Edmonds{Fukuda rule.
12

Step 3' (Update) Pivot on (r; lk) and let
B := B n frg [ flk g,
N := J n B ,

L := (l1; :::; lk; lk0 +1; :::; ls0 )
where (lk0 +1; :::; ls0 ?1) := (lk+1; :::; lt) \ N (remain the same order) and
ls0 := r,
t := s; lj := lj0 ; j = k + 1; :::; t.

It is clear that the Modi ed Edmonds{Fukuda rule determines a unique pivot path if no
degeneracy occurs. Actually, in the nondegenerate case it has the same pivot path as the
Last In First Out rule, and in case of degeneracy it has more exibility.
Concerning recursive type pivot rules, another interesting and extremely simple pivot rule
is the so-called nite criss{cross rule developed independently by Terlaky [66], [67], Wang
[74], and Chang [10]. The nite criss{cross rule is based on the following two observations.
First, since one is only interested in nding the optimal tableau (or basis) of a linear
program, it is not always necessary to maintain either primal or dual feasibilities as the
primal or the dual simplex method does. Hopefully there can even be some \short-cut" if
we allow primal and dual infeasibilities. Second, the recursive scheme can be carried out
more thoroughly if we do not insist on maintaining the primal feasibility (in the primal
simplex form) during the pivot iterations.
Originally a criss{cross method was proposed by Zionts [81] for linear programming.
However, there is no guarantee of niteness in Zionts' criss{cross method. The nite
criss{cross method [66] was developed based on the minimal{index recursive technique.
The method is surprisingly simple and requires neither primal nor dual feasible basis to
start with. The method also remains nite for oriented matroid programming (Terlaky
[67] and Wang [74]). Now we present the method as follows.

Finite Criss{cross Rule
Step 0 Let T (B ) be an arbitrary tableau (can be neither primal nor dual feasible);
Step 1 Let
r := minfi : either xi is primal infeasible or xi has a negative reduced costg;
If there is nor r, then T (B ) is optimal, stop.
Step 2 If xr is primal infeasible, let s := minfl : trl < 0g.
Go to Step 3.1 (if there is no s, the problem is infeasible, stop).
If xr has a negative reduced cost, let s := minfl : tlr > 0g.
Go to Step 3.2 (if there is no s, the problem is dual infeasible, stop);
Step 3.1 Pivot on (r; s). Go to Step 1.
13

Step 3.2 Pivot on (s; r). Go to Step 1.
The niteness proof of this pivot rule (in linear programming case) is similar to the proof
of Theorem 1. For details, one is referred to Terlaky [66].
Since the nite criss{cross method presented above, as well as Bland's minimal index rule,
is completely combinatorial and so it may not be ecient in practice. An exponential
example for the criss{cross pivot rule is given by Roos [61]. The construction of that
example is closely related to the Avis-Chvatal example [3] for the minimal index pivot
rule. A new and interesting niteness proof for the criss{cross method is given by Fukuda
and Matsui [19]. Fukuda and Matsui pointed out that there can be more exibilities in
the criss{cross method without loosing niteness. We will come back to this point later.
We shall remark here that these combinatorial pivot rules can be used to solve linear
complementarity problems as well. For papers discussing pivot rules for complementarity
problem, among others, cf. Chang and Cottle [11] Fukuda and Terlaky [21], Terlaky [68]
[22], Chang [10], Klafszky and Terlaky [38] [39], Fukuda and Namiki [20], Cottle [15] and
den Hertog, Roos and Terlaky [30]. Particularly, a quadratic programming problem can
be converted to a linear complementarity problem.
Since minimal index type methods need the indices of variables as an indication of priorities of subproblems to be solved recursively, it is pro table to nd a \good" ordering
of indices before hand. We can treat such an ordering procedure as pre-conditioning.
Pan [55] observed that a facet of a polytope is likely to contain the optimal vertex if the
angle between its tangent direction and the objective direction is small. Based on this
observation, he suggested an ordering of variable indices according to the cosine of the
constraints' tangent direction and the objective direction.
Now we consider again the criss{cross method. We notice that the criss{cross method is
a completely recursive procedure, and so it can be linked to the Edmonds{Fukuda rule
which is also completely recursive. This fact is observed by Fukuda and Matsui [19]. They
remarked that in order to guarantee the niteness in the criss{cross rule, only a partial
ordering of variables is sucient. At each pivot step we select a variable which is either
primal infeasible or has a negative reduced cost according to this partial ordering (from
low to high), and then we select the pivot element again according to this partial ordering
(refer to the criss{cross rule presented above). Denote xt to be the higher one according
to the partial ordering among entering and leaving variables. In the next iteration, for
those variables higher than xt we keep the same ordering, and for those variables lower
than xt we let them equal and lower than xt in the new partial ordering. This gives more
exibility in the criss{cross method and niteness still can be proved. In fact Fukuda
and Matsui [19] and Namiki and Matsui [54] explored more exibility of the criss{cross
method.
To ease the presentation of Jensen's rule the following convention is used. A tableau for
an LP will be called below terminal if it shows either primal infeasibility, dual infeasibility
or it is optimal. A framework of recursive pivot rules for oriented matroid programming
was presented by Jensen [32] as follows.
14

Jensen's General Recursion
Step 0 Observe, that a small problem, with one or two variables is easy to solve.

Let T (B ) be an arbitrary tableau (can be neither primal nor dual feasible);
Step 1 Select a subproblem SLP (subtableau) for which the present tableau is terminal.
Step 2 Select a variable (say xs) not included yet in the subproblem SLP and add it to
this subproblem. Denote this new subproblem by SLPs (The variable might be in
or out of the basis.)
If there is no such variable, the problem is solved, stop.
Step 3.1 If the present tableau is terminal for the new subproblem SLPs, then let
SLP:=SLPs and Go to Step 2.
Step 3.2 If the tableau is not terminal for SLPs, then make a pivot, change the position
of the new variable xs and x it in the new position.
Step 4 The subproblem SLP' obtained so (discarding again xs) has the same number
of variables as it was solved in Step 1. Call recursively this algorithm to solve this
problem. The terminal tableau for SLP' is also terminal for SLPs. Let SLP:=SLPs
and Go to Step 2.
The niteness and validity of Jensen's general recursion can be proved the same way as
the niteness of the criss{cross method.
Jensen's work is very general. Many recursive type pivot rules can be viewed as special
variants of Jensen's framework for linear programming. We should observe that the
recursive order for the basic and nonbasic variables can be independent. For instance, it
is pointed out at [79] that in primal simplex method for linear programming the minimal
index rule for selecting entering basis variable together with the last-in- rst-out rule for
selecting leaving basis variable will guarantee no cycling.
Up to now, we have discussed recursive type combinatorial pivot rules for linear programming. To conclude this section, we will nally discuss Todd's nite and feasible pivot rule
[70]. So far we can see that most nite pivot rules are of recursive type. These rules either
do not keep feasibility or may cause nondegenerate cycling in oriented matroid programming. Therefore it is theoretically interesting to look for a pivot rule which is nite and
keeps feasibility for oriented matroid programming. To the best knowledge of the authors,
Todd's rule is the only pivot rule so far proved to be in that category. We notice here that
there is a classical technique for preventing cycling in the simplex method, known as the
lexicographic method. The lexicographic method has an advantage that only leaving basis
selection is a ected by the method and yet the niteness is guaranteed. The lexicographic
method can also be interpreted as a parametric perturbation method.
15

The equivalence of the self{dual parametric algorithm and Lemke's method applied to the
linear complementarity problem de ned by the primal and dual LP problem was proved
by Lustig [45]. Todd's pivot rule is related to the lexicographic Lemke method (or the
parametric perturbation method), hence using the equivalence mentioned above a simplex
algorithm for LP can be derived. However, it is much more complicated to present this
method in the linear programming context. The theoretical meaning exists in oriented
matroid programming.
As Todd's rule is in fact a lexicographic Lemke method specialized to LP, and the perturbation is done rst in the right hand side and then in the objective (wiht increasing
order of the perturbation parameter), it gives nally a two phase simplex method. We
do not present here the method completely, just the second phase { without proofs { to
illustrate its behaviour. For a complete description we refer to [70] and [80].

Todd's Lexicographic Lemke Rule (II. Phase)

Suppose that we are given a feasible tableau T (B ).
For a given set of variable indices, say f1; 2; :::; mg, the tableau is called lexico-feasible if
(xi; t(mi); t(mi)?1; :::; t(1i))
is lexico-positive (the rst nonzero element is positive) for every i 2 B . It is obvious that
if B = f1; 2; :::; mg then the initial tableau is lexico-feasible.
In the following, at each iteration we always select the entering variable xr such that
zr < 0 and
t
t(j)m+1 ; :::; t(j)n );
(
( t(rz)m+1 ; :::; (zr)n ) = lexico min
z <0 zj
zj
r
r
where z is the vector of the reduced costs.
For selecting the leaving variable, let the index s of the leaving variable be such that
(s)
(s)
xi ; t(mi) ; :::; t(1i) ):
( txs ; ttm ; :::; tt1 ) = lexico tmin
(
>0 tri tri
tri
rs rs
rs
It can be seen that if l; l + 1; :::; n (l  m + 1) are not in the basis, then xk with k  l
is selected to enter the basis only if zj  0 for j 2 f1; 2; :::; m; m + 1; :::; l ? 1g. Similar
properties hold for leaving variables. This monotonicity guarantees no cycling.
The practical behavior of this method is similar to Bland's minimal index rule.To implement it is more complicated, but not much more expensive. A big drawback, as in general
with lexicographic rules, is deciding when two entries are equal to within round o errors.
It is still interesting to give an easy and clear proof for the correctness of Todd's rule.
Also, it is unknown if there are some other alternative simplex pivot rules which guarantee
niteness in the context of oriented matroid programming.
This concludes this section. In the following section, we will discuss some pivot rules
especially for linear programming. They may not guarantee anti-cycling if there is no
special treatment. Attentions are mainly paid to the numerical structures of the problem.
j

ri
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3 Pivot Rules Related to Parametric Programming
The algorithms discussed in this section are closely related to parametric programming,
more precisely to the shadow vertex algorithm [9], [27], [50] and to Dantzig's self{dual
parametric simplex algorithm [16].
As it was mentioned in the previous section that the self{dual parametric algorithm is
equivalent to Lemke's method applied to the linear complementarity problem de ned by
the primal and dual LP problem. For details see Lustig [45]. It is also easy to see that the
shadow vertex algorithm can be interpreted as a special case of the self{dual parametric
simplex algorithm, therefore only the shadow vertex algorithm will be presented here.
Using the above mentioned correspondence the reader can easily derive the connection
between the new algorithms and the self{dual parametric algorithm (and the relation to
Lemke's method).
Before presenting the algorithms, note that a variable will be called driving variable if
it plays a special role in the pivot selection, namely the leaving (or entering) variable is
subsequentially determined by using this column (or row).
The shadow vertex algorithm is mostly known by its geometrical interpretation. We
present here an algebraic form, which was also discussed in Borgwardt [9].

Shadow Vertex Algorithm
Initialization: Let a dual feasible basis B~ be given. Let 0 < v~ 2 Rm be an arbitrary

positive vector, and denote v = AB~ v~. Let us append this new vector to the current dual
feasible basic tableau. (In the sequel vector v will play the role of the solution column,
and vector (?b) will play the role of the driving variable.)

Shadow Vertex Algorithm - The Pivot Rule
Step 1 Vector (?b) is the driving variable.
Step 2 Leaving variablev selection
Let r = argminf? x : xi < 0g (xr is the leaving variable).
i

If there is no r, then the problem is solved, stop.
Step 3 Entering variablez selection
Let s = argminf? t : trj < 0; j 2 N g.
If there is no s, then the problem is infeasible, stop.
Make a pivot on (r; s), xr enters the basis. Go to Step 2.
i

j

rj

There are two interesting properties of the shadow vertex algorithm. On one hand there
are two ratio tests in every pivot steps | both the leaving and entering variables are
selected by performing a ratio test. Dual feasibility is preserved during the algorithm {
due to the second ratio test { while primal feasibility is lost for both b and v, but recovered
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in the last step. Primal feasibility (optimality) holds at each step for a linear combination
of the two right hand sides. These properties are explored and extended in the Exterior
Point Simplex Algorithm (EPSA) and are fully generalized in the Monotonic Build Up
Simplex Algorithm (MBU). However, the original motivations of EPSA and MBU were
independent from the shadow vertex algorithm. This correlation was found later.

Exterior Point Simplex Algorithm (EPSA)

EPSA was proposed by Paparrizos [57], [58]. By specializing this method Paparrizos
obtained nice results for the assignment problem [59]. EPSA can be presented as follows.
Initialization: Let a dual feasible basis B~ be given. Let 0 < v~ 2 Rm be an arbitrary
positive vector, and denote v = AB~ v~. Let us append this new vector v~ to the current
dual feasible basic tableau as the (n + 1)-th column (for the original problem we have
an+1 = v). Let the corresponding reduced cost value be zero (for the original problem we
have zn+1 = cTB~ A?B~1v = cTB~ v~).

EPSA - The Pivot Rule

Step 1 Make a pivot on (r; n + 1), where r = argminf t x+1 g. (The new basis is dual
i

feasible, and xn+1 is the only primal infeasible variable.)
The driving variable is v = an+1.
Step 2 Entering variablezselection
Let s = argminf? t +1 : tn+1;j < 0; j 2 N g (xs is the entering variable).
If there is no s, then the problem is infeasible, stop.
Step 3 Leaving variable
selection
Let r = argminf tx : tis > 0; i 2 B g. If there is no r, then let r = n + 1.
Let 1 = tx and 2 = tx +1+1 .
i;n

j

n

;j

i

r

rs

is

n

n

;s

Step 3a If 1 < 2, then make a pivot on (r; s), xr leaves the basis.
Go to Step 2.
Step 3b If 1  2, then make a pivot on (n + 1; s), v leaves the basis.

The new solution is optimal for the original problem, stop.
It is obvious that, after Step 1 we have an almost optimal basis except one primal infeasible
variable.
EPSA and the shadow vertex algorithm have the common idea to introduce and auxiliary vector to force primal feasibility. The main di erence is that an additional pivot is
performed in EPSA. (A pivot in the v?row of the tableau.) Based on this observation it
is easy to see that EPSA and the shadow vertex algorithm are closely related.
Anstreicher and Terlaky [1] presented the monotonic build-up simplex algorithm. It will
be shown MBU can be interpreted as a common generalization of EPSA and the shadow
vertex algorithm.
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Monotonic Build Up Simplex Algorithm MBU

As in the primal simplex method, let us assume, that a primal feasible basic solution is
available. The pivot rule is as follows.

MBU - The Pivot Rule

Step 0 Let J + = fj : zj  0g, J ? = J ? J + = fj : zj < 0g.
Step 1 Let k 2 J ? be an arbitrary index. (Variable xk will referred as the driving
variable.)
If J ? = ;, then an optimal solution is found, stop.
Step 2 Leaving variable selection
Let r = argminf tx : tik > 0g. (xr is the leaving variable.)
If there is no r, then the problem is unbounded, stop.
Step 3 Entering variablez selection
Let s = argminf? t : trj < 0; j 2 J +g. If there is no s, then let s = k.
Let 1 = ? tz and 2 = ? tz .
i

ik

j

rj

s

k

rs

rk

Step 3a If 1 < 2, then make a pivot on (r; s), xr enters the basis. Let J + = fj : zj  0g.
The driving variable is not changed. Go to Step 2.
Step 3b If 1  2, then make a pivot on (r; k), xk enters the basis. Let J + = fj : zj  0g.
Go to Step 1.
Note that at Step 3b, the set of dual feasible indices J + is strictly increasing and it does
not decrease (but may increase) at Step 3a. That is why this algorithm is called monotonic
build-up simplex method.
The pivot selection rule can be illustrated by the following Figure 2. In this scheme pivots
are made in position (?) at step 3a and on position [+] at step 3b of MBU.
s
k
(-)

 r

[+]

+ ::: + ::: + ?
Figure 2.
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Note that during certain pivot sequence while the driving variable is xed, the basis
may become infeasible. Interestingly as it was shown in [1], the ratio test at Step 2 is
automatically restricted to the feasible part of the basis. At Step 3b, when the driving
variable enters the basis, the primal feasibility of the whole basis is restored. Therefore
one always has a primal feasible basis at Step 1. The validity of these statements and the
correctness of the algorithm are proved in [1].
We further note that the algorithm has a strict monotone build-up feature. Obviously,
J + is monotonically extending at Step 3b and at the same time the primal feasibility is
restored. Interestingly, J + can be extended even if the driving variable is kept unchanged,
and the dual feasibility of these variables is preserved in the subsequential pivots at Step
3a.
While the driving variable does not change, one may use dual lexicographic method in the
inner cycle to make MBU nite. Of course the minimal index rule can also be applied,
but to prove the niteness in this case needs some extra e ort.
This build-up structure resembles slightly to recursive rules, especially to the Edmonds{
Fukuda [18] rule. But it can be easily seen that the two pivot rules are di erent. The
relation between MBU and EPSA (and also the shadow vertex algorithm, the self{dual
parametric simplex method and to Lemke's method) is more direct. In fact MBU can be
considered as a generalization of EPSA. This claim becomes clearer if we look at the dual
version of MBU.
Having a dual feasible basis, the pivot rule of the dual MBU is as follows.

Dual MBU
Step 0 Let J + = fi : xi  0g, J ? = J ? J + = fi : xi < 0g.
Step 1 Let k 2 J ? be an arbitrary index. (Variable xk will be referred as the driving

variable.)
If J ? = ;, then an optimal solution is found, stop.
Step 2 Entering variablez selection
Let s = argminf? t : tkj < 0g. (xs is the entering variable.)
If there is no s, then the problem is unbounded, stop.
Step 3 Leaving variable
selection
Let r = argminf tx : tis > 0; i 2 J +g. If there is no r, then let r = k.
Let 1 = tx and 2 = tx .
j

kj

i

r

rs

is

k

ks

Step 3a If 1 < 2, then make a pivot on (r; s), xr leaves the basis. Let J + = fi : xi  0g.
The driving variable is not changed. Go to Step 2.
Step 3b If 1  2, then make a pivot on (k; s), xk leaves the basis. Let J + = fi : xi  0g.
Go to Step 1.
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We have seen that MBU goes through basic solutions, that are neither primal nor dual
feasible, but some of the solutions are primal feasible. The algorithm solves the original
problem by subsequently solving its subproblems. Having a primal feasible solution at
Step 1 we identify the actual subproblem that is solved (collect the dual feasible variables).
Then by choosing the driving variable, the size of the subproblem to be solved is increased.
This subproblem is solved by relaxing primal feasibility, but during the procedure, the size
of the subproblem might be increased at Step 3a if new variables became dual feasible. So
the size of the subproblem dynamically grows. MBU is based on the repeated application
of this idea.
Now it is clear why it is called monotonic build up and why it is a generalization of EPSA.
But it is still not clear why it is a simplex algorithm since the feasibility may be lost here,
whereas it is preserved in simplex algorithms.
Actually it can be shown that MBU is equivalent to a speci c primal simplex variant.
Namely, a primal feasible basic solution can be associated to every basic solution that
occurs in the procedure. More precisely, if we would make a pivot on position (r; k) at
Step 3, then the resulting basic tableau (basis) would be primal feasible.
Another interesting feature of MBU (as a generalization of the shadow vertex idea {
optimization on a plane) is that it can be interpreted geometrically as an active set
method. Let us consider the dual variant of MBU. A subproblem (while a driving variable
is xed) can be interpreted as to maximize the dual objective on the intersection of the
hyperplane de ned by the driving variable and the optimal cone. After that, a new driving
variable (and so a new hyperplane) is selected, and the procedure repeats.

EPSA, MBU and Finite Combinatorial Rules

We discussed some monotonic build-up schemes for LP in the second section. In fact any
recursive type algorithm ([32], [66], [18]) can be interpreted as an algorithm that solves
subproblems with monotonically increasing size. Edmonds{Fukuda rule [18] is the best
known among the real simplex variants (with some restrictions). In contrast to MBU,
the modi ed Edmonds{Fukuda rule preserves primal feasibility (see [14]) in solving the
subproblems.
The criss{cross methods [81], [66], [67], [74] are exterior `simplex-like' methods, but they
do not need any feasible basis to start with. Furthermore, in criss{cross methods if primal
or dual feasibility occurs, it is only by accident. In Zionts' [81] criss{cross method, the
feasibility is preserved once attained, but in Terlaky's criss{cross method it is neither
preserved nor recovered. Primal and dual feasibilities are guaranteed only at the last
pivot step in which the optimal solution is found. Although these methods visits vertices
which are neither primal nor dual feasible, they are essentially di erent from MBU. One of
the main di erences is that there is no simplex interpretation for the criss{cross methods.
Via the shadow vertex algorithm and the EPSA, it is clear that MBU has a strong
background in parametric programming. In fact it can be interpreted as a repeated
reparametrization of the right hand side with the actual driving variable (vector).
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The last problem that we want to address in this section is the niteness property and
exponential examples. For exponential example for the shadow vertex algorithm see
Goldfarb [27]. Paparrizos [58] presents an exponential example for EPSA. Since both are
special cases of MBU, hence MBU is also exponential in the worst case.

Transition Node Pivoting (TNP)

To conclude this section we mention the so called Transition Node Pivot (TNP) rule
suggested by Geue [26] and studied further by Gal and Geue [24]. The TNP rule applies
only when degeneracy occurs. The rule is activated at the step before degeneracy occurs.
Assume that we are facing the situation such that the current basis is nondegenerate with
an entering variable k, and after this pivot the next basis becomes primal degenerate.
The set of indices for which the minimum ratio is attained will be denoted by Jmin.

TNP Pivot Rule

Step 0 The entering variable k is given, where the next basis is degenerate. Let t be
another nonbasic variable index (t is referred as a transition column).
Let r = argmaxf tt : i 2 Jming (xr is the leaving variable).
Step 1 Make a pivot on (r; k).
it

ik

If the basis is nondegenerate continue with any simplex pivot rule.
Step 2 Entering variable selection
Choose any dual infeasible variable k to enter the basis.
If there is no entering variable, then the problem is solved, stop.
Step 3 Leaving variable selection
Make the ratio test.
If jJminj = 1 then denote the element in Jmin by r. Go to Step 1.
Step 3a Let r = argminf tt : i 2 Jming (xr is the leaving variable). Go to Step 1.
it

ik

Unfortunately the TNP rule is not nite in general. To guarantee the niteness it is
necessary to introduce an additional \perturbation" column. Then the reduced cost of
this extra column strictly increases, and hence cycling becomes impossible.

4 Pivot Rules Related to Interior Point Methods
In this section we will discuss some recent pivot rules for the simplex method which are in
one way or another related to interior point methods. Since Karmarkar [34] rst proposed
an interior method which solves linear programming problems in polynomial time and is
reported to perform superior to the simplex method for large scale problems, there have
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been a large number of research papers devoted to that topic. Interior point methods
allow the iterative points to go inside the polytope, it is believed to be able to use more
global information and therefore to avoid \myopiness" of the simplex method. Although
it is still unclear by using interior point type methodology we may succeed in nding
a polynomial simplex algorithm, we think it is de nitely a new eld deserves further
investigation. In this section mainly three pivot rules will be discussed. They are: the
minimal volume rule of Roos [60], the dual interior primal simplex method of Tamura,
Takehara, Fukuda, Fujishige and Kojima [65], and Todd's rule [71] obtained as a limit of
a projective method.

Minimal Volume Simplex Pivot Rule

We start our discussion of this section with the minimal volume simplex pivot rule
suggested in an unpublished paper of Roos [60]. In Roos' paper, the primal problem (P )
is considered. As in Karmarkar's approach, he assumes that the optimal value is known to
be zero (this assumption was usual in projective methods). Moreover, all basic solutions
are assumed to be nondegenerate. For a given basis B , let AB be the submatrix of A and
cB be the subvector of c corresponding to the index set (basis) B . Now, consider a cone
CB in Rm associated with the basis B as follows:
CB := fy 2 Rm : ATB y  cB g:
Let the rows of A?B1 be y1; y2; :::; ym, then it can be shown that

CB = fyB ?

m
X
i=1

i yi : i  0; i = 1; 2; :::; mg;

where yBT := cTB A?B1.
Moreover, yi; i = 1; 2; :::; m, are rays of the cone CB . By the de nition of the tableau, it
is obvious that tij = yiT aj ; i = 1; 2; :::; m; j = 1; 2; :::; n.
The problem maxfyT b : y 2 CB g is bounded from above if and only if yiT b  0 for
i = 1; 2; :::; m, and this corresponds to the feasibility of the basis B . Suppose the feasible
basis B is not optimal. Remember that the optimal value was assumed to be zero,
this means that yBT b > 0. Therefore the intersection of the cone CB and the half space
fy : yT b  0g forms a nontrivial simplex. We denote this simplex by SB . It is shown in
Roos [60] that the volume of SB can be computed as
T n
vol(SB) = n1! (cQxx) j det1A j ;
B
where x denotes the product of positive entries of x. The minimal volume pivot rule
of Roos seeks for the next feasible basis with the minimal volume of such simplex. Note
here that the simplex corresponding to the optimal basis has zero volume.
To calculate the volume of this simplex does not need much e ort. If the pivot element
is denoted by trs, then it follows that j det AB j= trs j det AB j with B 0 the next feasible
0
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basis. Hence Roos' pivot rule looks for entering variable index r with zr < 0 and the
feasible pivot element trs such that
1 (cQT x0)n
trs x0
is minimal. Where x0 denotes the basic feasible solution corresponding to the next feasible
basis B 0.
Observe that this formula strongly resembles Karmarkar's potential function. However, it
is still unclear at this stage how to cope with the degenerate case. Also, more properties
of this method need to be investigated.
Concerning Roos' unpublished paper [60] we note that he also presented another pivot
rule, the so called maximum distance pivot rule. Here the variable is selected to enter
the basis for which the corresponding hyperplane (in the dual formulation) is the farthest
from the present vertex.

Dual Interior Primal Simplex Method (DIPS)

In the next we will introduce the so called Dual Interior Primal Simplex (DIPS) method
developed by Tamura, Takehara, Fukuda, Fujishige and Kojima [65]. This method is also
referred sometimes as Stationary Ball Method. DIPS is a modi cation of the gravitational
method of Chang and Murty [53] and Murty [51]. The gravitational method can be
explained as follows.
We consider the dual problem (D) : maxfbT y : AT y  cg. Suppose the interior of
fy : AT y  cg is nonempty, then we can place a ball with certain radius r inside that
region. Now, suppose the objective direction b is vertical, the ball will then fall down by
the gravitational force until it touches some boundary of that region and rolls down while
minimizes its potential energy. If we then reduce the radius of the ball subsequentially to
zero, it will fall and roll down until it reaches the \bottom" of the feasible region (optimal
point).
If an initial ball in a stationary position is known, and the radius of the ball is reduced
discretely to zero, it can be shown under nondegeneracy assumption, that the trajectory
of the centers of the ball is a piece wise linear locus. The gravitational method of Chang
and Murty is to follow this central trajectory until certain precision requirements are
satis ed. Their method is nite.
The DIPS method is based on a similar idea. An essential observation (Chang and Murty
[12], Murty [53], and Tamura et al. [65]) is that a subset of constraints touched by a
ball in its stationary position (after falling down) forms a feasible basis for the primal
problem (P ). Moreover, two adjacent break points in the the central trajectory results
in two di erent but adjacent bases of the primal problem. For detailed proofs, one refers
to Tamura et al. [65]. This trajectory is related to the \inverse barrier path" and is
discussed by Den Hertog, Roos and Terlaky [31].
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To derive a pivot rule some additional assumptions were needed. It the original paper it
was assumed, that jjaj jj = 1 for all j and the LP problem is dual nondegenerate. Note,
that the rst assumption is not restrictive, it can be easily obtained by scaling, and also
the resulted pivot rule can be presented without this assumption as follows.
Let yi; i = 1; 2; :::; denote the break point of the piecewise linear central trajectory, Bi
denote the feasible basis corresponding to the dual constraints reached by the ball with
center yi and with the maximum radius ri of that position. Furthermore, let xi denote the
basic feasible solution corresponding to the basis Bi; i = 1; 2; :::, it is shown by Tamura
et al. that
cT xi+1  cT xi; i = 1; 2; :::
bT yi+1  bT yi; i = 1; 2; :::
and
lim cT xi = ilim
bT y i :
i!1
!1
This explains the name of the method (Dual Interior Primal Simplex).
More speci cally,1 the rule for selecting entering basis variable in the primal simplex
version can be stated explicitly as follows.
For the tableau T (Bi), if there is a nonbasic variable k such that aTk yi ? ck = ?kak kri (i.e.,
the hyperplane corresponding to k touches the ball) then we set the entering variable r
to the minimal index among such nonbasic variables; otherwise select
T i
(ck ? aTk z) g
r = argminc ?a z<0 f (ak y ?acTky+i ?kack k+ri)k+
ak kri
k
k
k

T
k

where zT := cTB A?B1, ak denotes the kth column of A, ck the kth coordinate of c (therefore
ck ? aTk z is the reduced cost of xik ). The leaving variable is selected by the usual simplex
ratio test.
The DIPS method is reported to have similar numerical behavior as the maximumdecrease
pivot rule, whereas the complexity to perform each pivot is much less. Also, relations
between the DIPS method and the parametric programming technique were discussed in
[65]. This conclude the DIPS method.
i

i

Todd's Dantzig{Wolfe Like Pivot Rule

The last pivot rule of this section is the one proposed by Todd [71] which is closely
related to the pivot rules presented by Klotz [42]. These rules are based on the reduced
cost scaling as it was earlier used by Harris [29] in the DEVEX code and also studied
by Kalan [33]. Reduced cost scaling with various scaling methods and their e ect on
the numerical performance of the simplex algorithm is extensively studied by Klotz [42].
Todd's pivot rule is based on a variant of Karmarkar's interior point method (cf. Todd
[71]). The method is described as follows.
1

This formulation is informed to the authors by Professor Tamura in private communications
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We consider the linear programming in the following form
min cT x
s.t. Ax = 0
gT x = 1
x  0:
Let xk be an interior point in the feasible region of the above problem. Let X = Xk :=
diag(xk ) denote the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries the coordinates of xk . De ne
the oblique projection matrix

P = Pk := I ? X 2AT (AX 2AT )?1A:
It is easy to see that AP = 0 and P 2 = P .
Let the oblique projection of c and g be given as
c~ := P T c and g~ := P T g:
The relaxed problem is de ned by
(RP) min c~T x
s.t. g~T x = 1
x  0:
Note that (RP) is a continuous knapsack problem and it can be solved easily. If (RP)
has an optimal solution w, let w~ := Pw. If (RP) is unbounded with an unbounded ray
direction t, let t~ := Pt. In the rst case, let xk+1 := (1 ? k )xk + k w;
~ k 2 (0; 1]. In
k
+1
k
~
the second case, let x := x + k t; k > 0 With proper choice of k or k , and using
Karmarkar's potential function, Todd proved ([71], 1990) that this method has the same
convergence property as Karmarkar's method.
Now, if xk is a nondegenerate basic feasible solution with basis B , a similar procedure
can be applied. This results in the following pivot rule.
Let P solve ATB P = cB and  solve ATB  = XB?1 e where XB is the diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries the values of the basic variables. For each j 62 B , compute the reduced
cost zj := cj ? P T aj and g~j := T aj .
If there is an r with zr < 0 and g~r = 0, select it as the entering basis variable index.
Otherwise, select r = arg maxf gz~ : zj < 0; g~j < 0g.
Else, select r = argminf g~z : zj < 0; g~j > 0g.
If none of these applies, the current basis is optimal.
The leaving variable is selected by the usual minimum ratio test.
j

j

j

j
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Reduced cost scaling is used in Todd's pivot rule. More analyses can be found in Todd's
paper [71]. We note here that in case of degeneracy additional rules need to be adapted
to prevent cycling.
This concludes this section. There are many interesting results related to pivot rules, as
well as many open questions. In the next section, we will conclude the paper with some
remarks.

5 Concluding Remarks
Although interior point methods have been most intensively studied in the last years,
several pivot rules were developed for linear programming. We have surveyed three classes
of pivot rules { combinatorial, parametric type and those derived from interior point
methods.
Concerning combinatorial pivot rules remark, that there are a great number of pivot rules
developed for special classes of network optimization. Most of them were never studied
or generalized for general linear programming. To discuss these rules is out of the scope
of the present paper. We also note that this is interesting to nd a simple niteness proof
for Todd's simplex pivot rule for oriented matroid programming, or to nd some other
pivot rules belonging to this category.
Interestingly, only simplex methods based on parametric programming { the shadow vertex algorithm and Lemke's method { are proved to be polynomial in the expected number
of pivot steps [9], [72]. It is still unknown if the other rules have this property as well.
To the best knowledge of the authors only one attempt was made to examine the average
number of steps of combinatorial pivot rules [20].
In the extensive literature of interior point methods one can nd some papers discussing
the relation between interior point methods and the simplex methods. Among them,
there are papers by Chiu and Ye [13] and by Stone and Tovey [64]. In the last paper the
simplex method and interior point methods were presented as iteratively reweighted least
squares methods.
Sehti and Thompson [63] proposed the Pivot and Probe method where the simplex method
was combined with build{up structure. This algorithm appeared before the theory of
interior point methods became the central area for research in linear programming. The
pivot and probe method is not polynomial, and was not seriously tested numerically.
Another recent trend to improve the eciency of LP algorithms is to combine interior
point algorithms with the simplex method. In this approach some interior point method is
rst applied to generate a suciently good interior solution, then the algorithm switches
to the simplex method to nd an optimal basis. This type of methods are discussed in
[43], [46], [47], [5] and [77].
Towards degeneracy in linear programming and some other related problems, there is
a relatively new approach called theory of degeneracy graph studied by Gal et al. [23].
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In that theory, a degenerate vertex is associated with a graph. Each node of the graph
represents a basis corresponding to the vertex. An edge between two nodes on the graph
implies that a pivot step can be performed to move from one basis to the other. To study
this graph will certainly give insight about the structure of the degenerate vertex.
To conclude the paper we note that the hardest and long standing open problems in the
theory of linear programming are still concerned with pivot methods. Those include the
d{step conjecture [41] and the question if there exist a polynomial pivot rule or not. For
the last problem Zadeh's rule [78] might be a candidate. At least it is still not proved to
be exponential in the worst case.
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